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WELCOME  TO  BIBLE
SUNDAY  2020

Thank you for getting involved in Bible Sunday in 2020.

We hope that you find this pack helpful as you plan for your Bible Sunday this

year. We have recorded many of the elements so that you can use it as part of

your online services or play them as part of your service inside your church. Do

get in touch if we can help with anything specific for you this year.

You might think that surely every Sunday is a Bible Sunday - we read and learn

from God's Word every time we gather as Church whether that is in person or

online. However, taking time to celebrate the Bible on Bible Sunday means that

we can rejoice about just what a gift the Bible is for each of us. We can often

take our Bibles for granted; we have had the Bible in English for hundreds of

years and yet there are still millions of people in the world today that don't

have any Scripture available in their own language.

This year we are thinking about the theme of the Big Picture of the Bible - The

BIG Story of God's Word from Genesis to Revelation. The story where God

reveals his plans and promises to us; the stories written so long ago that still

speak to us today in 2020.

We hope you enjoy using this material with your church congregation, with

your community, with your small group, with your family or just simply by

yourself. We would love to hear your thoughts and feedback as well. When the

time is right we look forward to getting back out to speak and share about our

work to reach everyone with God's Word again - if you would like us to be

involved where you are do get in touch.

Enjoy the elements we have put together on our website for Bible Sunday 2020.

Every blessing,

Catherine Little

General Secretary



THE  BIBLE  ACROSS
THE  WORLD

CELEBRATE - there are now 700 languages 

with a complete translation of the Bible! 



Bible Translation teams all 

Pray for people groups who 

Pray for Bible Societies in places with new Scriptures recently as they help

people engage with God's Word for the first time.

Access to God's Word has reached a new milestone in the midst of Covid-19 -

there are now 700 languages with a complete Bible!

There are still more than half of the world’s languages without any scripture

though. There are still hundreds of millions of people with no access to the

Bible in their own language.  

These statistics are sober reading even as we celebrate new Bibles, New

Testaments and Portions in recent months. 

Having access to the Bible in the right language is so important in terms of

identity and hearing God speak – let’s not take for granted the gift that we have

in having God’s Word in our own language.

Please pray and encourage 

your congregations to pray for:

over the world - for stamina, 

accuracy and for the right 

resources to complete the 

task.

are still waiting, for those 

with no Scripture or only 

some of God's Word in their 

heart language.
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A Prayer of Moses the man of God.

1    Lord, you have been our dwelling

place throughout all generations.

2   Before the mountains were born

     or you brought forth the whole

world, from everlasting to

everlasting you are God.

3   You turn people back to dust,

     saying, “Return to dust, you mortals.”

4   A thousand years in your sight

     are like a day that has just gone by,

     or like a watch in the night.

5   Yet you sweep people away in the

sleep of death— they are like the

new grass of the morning:

6   In the morning it springs up new,

     but by evening it is dry and

withered.

7   We are consumed by your anger

     and terrified by your indignation.

8   You have set our iniquities before

you, our secret sins in the light of

your presence.

9   All our days pass away under your

wrath; we finish our years with a

moan.

10 Our days may come to seventy years,

or eighty, if our strength endures;

yet the best of them are but trouble

and sorrow, for they quickly pass,

and we fly away.

11  If only we knew the power of your

anger!

     Your wrath is as great as the fear

that is your due.

12 Teach us to number our days,

     that we may gain a heart of wisdom.

13  Relent, Lord! How long will it be?

      Have compassion on your servants.

14  Satisfy us in the morning with your

unfailing love, that we may sing for 

 joy and be glad all our days.

15  Make us glad for as many days as

you have afflicted us, for as many

years as we have seen trouble.

16  May your deeds be shown to your

servants, your splendour to their

children.

17  May the favour of the Lord our God

rest on us; establish the work of our

hands for us — yes, establish the

work of our hands.
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(Catherine has recorded this talk and you are welcome to play that video in

your church or through your online platforms. You can also use the outline

below for your own talk. We have underlined the parts of this talk specific to

Catherine).

I wonder can you remember when you got your first Bible? For me it was as a

Sunday School prize in church. I remember having a large hardbacked

children’s Bible but I also remember getting a King James Bible with very small

print. I know which one of these I read more – it was the one that was more

accessible, the one that appealed to me at the age I was.

Today I do read a Bible with quite small print but it is in a language, and a

format that I understand.

Many of us might admit to finding the Bible a challenge. We know that it is

important to read it. We know that God will speak to us through it. We know

there is wisdom, and hope, and peace, and strength and grace in the pages. 

 But, often we don’t know where to start.

The Bible can be described in so many ways – it’s a library: books by different

authors all in the one place, it is history, it is God’s Word, it is a challenge, it is

like a map, it is a light for our paths but it is also a gift. This book is a gift from

God. From Genesis to Revelation we read of God’s Big Story. A story that all

points to Jesus. This gift from God that we have at our fingertips, in our hands

and maybe even memorised in our hearts.

The Bible Society movement started over 200 years ago in 1804 when the

British and Foreign Bible Society was started by William Wilberforce and his

contemporaries in the Clapham Sect after hearing the inspirational story of a

little girl in Wales called Mary Jones.
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Mary Jones had spent years saving money so that she could have a Bible in her

own language and then walked 25 miles to buy a Bible. Mary Jones inspired a

movement that would bring the Bible to children, young people and adults

around the world. Bible Society work in Ireland started in 1806 and started in

Belfast in 1807.  So Bible Societies have been around for a while. There is Bible

Society activity in almost every country in the world. 

Bible Societies are independent of one another but are all part of a Global

Fellowship called United Bible Societies.

Back in 2016 United Bible Societies held their World Assembly in Philadelphia –

the home of the American Bible Society.  There were people from almost every

country in the world represented at this event - the potential of the Global

Fellowship of United Bible Societies is huge.
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There are people in this picture from places where the church is under

pressure, where Christians are persecuted, where working for the Bible Society

is a dangerous thing.

There are people in this picture from places where poverty levels are high and

literacy levels are low. Where the cost of owning a Bible is too much.

There are also people in this picture from places just like Northern Ireland, that

maybe in the past had cultures with more reverence to the Bible and Church

but who now are maybe apathetic at best towards this book of God’s Word.

It is fair to say that every place represented in this picture has been impacted

by Coronavirus and much more over recent months.  For some to the extent

that their Bible Society might not survive or if it does it will need to look very

different. Coronavirus has led to huge financial losses, to tough decisions but

also an increase in opportunities for reaching out with God’s Word. People all

over the world have been searching for hope in this difficult and challenging

time. 

We find hope, this hope that people all over the world are searching for, in

God’s Word, in the Bible. Bible Society ministry that has been bringing hope

through God’s Word continues to do that today all over the world.

One of our chosen readings for today is Psalm 90. A wonderful reminder that

we are part of something much bigger, we are part of the generations

mentioned in verse 1 who find their dwelling place in the Lord. This Psalm has a

sober message though, it talks about how our days on earth might feel that

they are filled with trouble and sorrow but yet these days are so short for God –

verse 4 says a thousand years in the sight of the Lord are like a day that has just

gone by. The end of the Psalm asks that the favour of the Lord our God rest on

us and establish the work of our hands. A message of hope for all of us in these

days.
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The United Bible Societies Fellowship was created back in 1946 just after the

Second World War when Bible Societies from nations who had been at war

bravely came together to Stand up for Scripture. We have seen occasions since

where UBS collectively and consistently stands up for scripture – like after the

Cultural Revolution in China when UBS were part of the establishment of Amity

Printing Company where the majority of the worlds Scripture is printed today,

or in the former Soviet Block after the collapse of the USSR when Bible

Societies were established and strengthened in places where the Bible had

been outlawed and oppressed.

Today Bible Societies are standing for scripture as we raise money for a

solidarity fund that will allow Bible mission to continue in places hit hard by

Coronavirus and the associated economic downturn. You can stand with us as

we stand up for scripture today.

Bible Access like we know it is not universal. There are millions of people

around the world today that still don’t have access to the Bible in their

language – largely because the translation still needs to take place. Bible

Translation is a hugely complicated task, I find it hard to describe never mind

think about the practical process.

Around the world today there are more than 7000 languages and around 10%

of those – 700 as of earlier this year, have a complete Bible. More than half of

the world’s languages have no Scripture at all – many of these languages are

oral, they have never been written down before.  Imagine the task of writing a

language down for the first time. There are though languages that only have

some Scripture available, they might just have a Gospel or the New Testament. 

 Think about how much of the Big Story of God’s Word they are missing.

We have big ambitious translation goals in place as a Fellowship – to complete

over 1000 translations in the next 20 years making God’s Word accessible to

600 million people. This comes at a huge price but will have a huge impact for

people who will hear God speak in their language for the first time, who will be
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able to study the Bible for themselves and have a greater understanding of

God’s Word therefore enriching the global church.

We also suggested reading from Acts chapter 4 about Peter and John who are

preaching about Jesus’ resurrection from the dead. Because of their teaching

the priests and captain of the temple guard and the Sadducees had them put

in jail – verse 4 though brings the hope to this story where we read that many

who heard the message believed and the number of men who believed grew to

about five thousand. The power of story transforming lives in Jerusalem in the

early church. In verse 20 Peter and John say ‘we cannot help speaking about

what we have seen and heard’; they had seen the power of the Holy Spirit at

work. 

There are so many places where the Bible talks about itself, where we read

history being told to a new audience – the Big Story of God’s Word being shared

with audiences who had never heard it before. However, it needs to be in the

right language, in a format that is suitable for the audience and that allows

meaningful engagement with the story. We call this the Bible Life Cycle.

Translation is the first part of the Bible Life Cycle. Once a translation is

completed it needs to be printed or published in the right format and then

distributed. For some they might need the support to learn to read so literacy

forms part of this life cycle as well as Bible engagement and advocacy.

I could talk and often do talk for a long time about our work and the people

involved. Over the next few pages please read about some of the projects we

support overseas as well as the work we are involved in within Northern

Ireland. 
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Projects Bible Society NI supports

At Bible Society NI we are passionate about sharing God’s Word with everyone.

It is our mission to reach everyone with God’s Word in a language and format

that they can access and understand. We have included some more

information on projects we have been supporting this year and how they have

been working to share God’s Word in their communities.

Lithuania

The translation of the Bible into 

Lithuanian Sign Language has been 

going on for several years. Lithuanian 

Sign Language is very different to the 

spoken Lithuanian language and 

therefore people with audio 

impairments can find it hard to 

understand the current Lithuanian 

Bible. The Bible Society of Lithuania 

has been working hard creating the 

first translation of the Bible into 

Lithuanian Sign Language. This had 

to be suspended for three months due to the COVID-19 pandemic, however

they were able to resume translation on the 20th of June and are continuing to

translate the Bible for this community.

Albania

The Bible Society of Albania is currently building the “Friends for Life” Sports

Centre in the capital city, Tirana. This is a place where people can come to

practise sports, participate in tournaments and hear about the Word of God.

Some of the buildings are still under construction, but the football pitches have

been completed and in use for over a year. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,

training sessions and coaching programmes had to be suspended, but special

permission was granted for the Bible Society to allow the community to 
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exercise within the grounds at a social distance. This is helping to create and

build upon relationships with the local people. The Bible Society of Albania

hopes that when they are able to resume their normal scheduling, they will be

able to evangelise through personal relationships formed during this time.

China

The China partnership (the Bible Society in 

China) has been excited in recent months to 

continue working with the Amity Printing 

Press to print bibles. The wider church has 

also been excited as they begin to meet again 

as congregations, with social distancing 

measures in place. They value our continued 

prayers as they begin to open up and become 

more active in their meeting up.

Peru

The “Bread of Life” project in Peru provides at 

risk children with a nutritious breakfast and Bible lesson every weekday. Due to

the lockdown in Peru the project had to be suspended, but the Peruvian Bible

Society was able to obtain special permits to deliver food packages to the

families who needed them most. 

One woman told the 

Bible Society staff that 

she had no income due 

to the lockdown and was 

unable to feed her family. 

The food parcel supplied 

by the Bible Society was a 

big relief to her and she 

was excited to read the 

Scripture included with 

the pack.
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The Peruvian Bible Society was then able to obtain more permits, allowing

them to go to villages further afield, such as the village of Cusco. When the

Bible Society volunteers began to distribute the Scripture books among the

children in this village they chanted “I want the little book!”, eager to receive

them. Two little girls came up to volunteer as they were packing up to leave

and ask them to stay and teach them more about the Bible. The volunteer told

the girls that they had many more boys and girls to go and see to which the

two girls replied “That's okay, brother. You go on ahead and when you return,

we will tell you all that we have read”. Despite all that is happening around

them, these children are still eager to hear and learn from the Word of God.

Bible-A-Month Club

If you would like to get involved in 

our work, either as an individual or 

as a congregation, why not join our 

Bible-a-Month club? 

Our Bible-a-Month club provides 

the opportunity to give someone 

from a different country around the 

world every month a Bible. From as 

little as £5 a month you could give 

someone the life changing gift of God’s Word. 

Go to our website by scanning the QR code below to find out more about how

you can join the Bible a month club and make a difference every month.
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At Bible Society Northern Ireland we are passionate about Bible Engagement in

Northern Ireland because we believe that the Bible is living and active; still

speaking, teaching and challenging us today, in 2020.

This year, to encourage Bible engagement in our country and give everyone

everywhere a glimpse into the BIG story of the Bible we have supported:

Girls Brigade Psalms Scripture course, placing a copy of the book of Psalms into

the hands of thousands of young women.

We have encouraged daily Bible reading through our Bible 2020 smartphone

app as well as through our Daily Bible Reading Guide - the 2021 guide is 

available to order for free now.

We have also created resources for Holy Week and SOAP Bible study books, all

of which are available to download for free from our website.

This December we are excited to share 'A Thrill of Hope', our Advent devotional 

book, filled with daily readings, short thoughts, and places to reflect on what

God is speaking to you. This resource will be available to download digitally

from our website in November. Please feel free to use and share widely within

your church network.
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And, as well as all of this, we are also going to be

launching a resource for all the family coming in

Januray 2021. 52 will take readers through 28 Old

Testament and 24 New Testament readings - the 52 -

to help every reader see the BIG story of the Bible.

52 will be initially available for online download and

featured on our social media accounts.

We also want to highlight 'The Bible Course'; an 8 session course helping you to

explore the world's bestselling book.

See how the books of the Bible are part of one big story. Using a unique

storyline, The Bible Course will show you how key events, books and characters

fit together. The video teaching, course guide and daily readings will help you

grow in confidence as you read the Bible for yourself.

Explore the Bible's BIG 

story, from the comfort of your own home. 

The Bible Course has been adapted into a 

digital format suitable for an online 

small group or family setting.

Available for just £9.99, get in touch with 

us today to find out how you can begin your 

Bible Course journey, or how we can help you 

go deeper into the most wonderful book ever written 

and the greatest story ever told!
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The Bible is God's amazing book which tells us the continuous story about who

he is, what he has done and the plans and purposes he has for each one of us!

In this section of the pack we want to give you a few ideas that will help you

teach kids about the BIG Story of the Bible and allow them to realise how

wonderful God's Word truly is. 

Please feel free to take, use and / or adapt this to your family or Sunday School.

How sweet are your words to 

my taste, sweeter than honey 

to my mouth!

(Psalm 119:103)

BIBLE  SUNDAY  2020
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Song Ideas

Memory Verse

'King of Me' by Rend Co. Kids - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ks6zl2hL2Uk 

'Our God is a Great Big God' 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaXPXWBcE3I

'Bible Train'

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80nhbBGvw0g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ks6zl2hL2Uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ks6zl2hL2Uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaXPXWBcE3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80nhbBGvw0g
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Story

What do you do with books?

Do you like reading books?

Do you have a favourite book? 

What books do you have at home? 

The Bible is God's message written to all people.

It is a book that helps us see how to live in order to please God.

It contains many books with one BIG story throughout.

It was written over 1600 years by over 40 authors. 

Have children sit in a circle and lay various children's books and a Bible on the

ground in the middle of the circle. As you do so, begin a discussion on books!

Ask the children to take a look at the books and ask them some questions:

Allow time for each child to express their thoughts and ideas.

Then, instruct each child to lift a book from the pile. Ask them to open it up

and explore it, and then continue the discussion from before looking at all the

different things that make a book - author, title, pages, cover, pictures, etc.

Next, ask the child who picked up the Bible to hold it up. Explain that the Bible

is different from all the other books in the room. Point out the physical

differences then begin to explain some of the differences in terms of content,

authors, etc. Allow time for children to share their thoughts but ensure that the

following things are covered:

Ask the question, can anyone think of some of the other names we give the

Bible?

Allow the children time to answer and help them out if they need it: Scripture,

The Law, Commandments, God's Word, etc. Can you think of any more?

Introduce the idea that the Bible talks about itself. Read 2 Timothy 3:16-17 
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All Scripture is God-breathed and useful for

teaching, rebuking, correcting and training

in righteousness.

To help the children understand that Scripture is God-breathed, take out a

deflated balloon and show it to the class. Discuss why the balloon is small and

flat and what needs to happen in order to make it big and round. Point out that

the balloon needs air from someone's mouth in order to make a balloon shape.

Blow the balloon up.

Compare this to the verse above and explain that the Bible is written from

God's breath. God breathed the words. He wrote these important words and

stories for us to read and learn from. Point to each child and emphasise the

fact that God breathed these special words for each person in the room.

Instruct the children to take a deep breath and then slowly breathe out. Point

out that things that have breath are living. 

 
Put all the books back on the floor Ask the children to point out the only book

that is God breathed and pray for them; that they would each know and

remember how special and important God's Word is!

Craft / Activity

Give each child present a pre-blown 

up balloon with a ribbon tied around the tie 

and the piece of paper on the following page.

Encourage each child to decorate / colour in this

page, cut out and tie these truths to their 

balloon ribbon, so that they may tell others 

what they have learned about the Bible. 



It is God-breathed

and useful for us. 

2 Timothy 3:16

Things I

know

about the 

Bible 

It is living

and active.

Hebrews 4:12

It helps us

grow and

guides us.

Psalm 119:105

It is one, BIG,

completely

true story.

 

Isaiah 46:9-10

The Bible is a

special book.

Isaiah 40:1 
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We hope you have found this year’s Bible Sunday resource to be helpful and

inspiring for your church family however you have used it. If you have any

stories to share of how this service impacted your church, or any feedback or

thoughts on this resource, please feel free to email us at the address below.

Why not consider connecting and partnering with Bible Society NI and our

mission to reach everyone with God's Word? You can do this by:

Keeping up to date : sign up online for updates on our latest news

and projects. Visit https://biblesocietyni.co.uk/contact-us/sign-up-

for-updates/

Praying with us : sign up online for our monthly prayer information

by email and why not join us for our monthly ZOOM Prayers on the

4th Wednesday of each month. 

Give : donate to support local and global Bible Mission. As little as

£5 a month can provide a Bible and change a life. 

Invite us : along to your church or organisation to hear what God is

doing worldwide. 

Tell others : by sharing our resources and getting your church

involved in impacting lives with the Bible.

Follow us : on social media @biblesocietyni for pictures and stories

you can share.

Phone : 02890 326577   Email : info@biblesocietyni.co.uk   www.biblesocietyni.co.uk

https://biblesocietyni.co.uk/contact-us/sign-up-for-updates/
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